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iioote and Infracontrol start collaboration to accelerate LoRaWANTM IoT-Solutions. 

 

Gothenburg 2018-06-27 

 

iioote and Infracontrol complete a collaboration agreement to offer end-customers 

the best IoT Solutions including the cloud service Infracontrol Online.  

IoT solutions developed by iioote have been done with industry experts with many 

installations implemented in real estates and in various fixed asset solutions. iioote is now 

expanding their IoT offering with a collaboration with Infracontrol who work with more 

than 100 facility owners such as public authorities and municipalities. The Infracontrol 

Online cloud service simplifies technical management, helps keep quality assurance of 

operation and maintenance, lower costs and improve service.  

- Our customers face challenges in many areas and struggle to find solutions that are 

solving their problems. iioote and their knowledge in new radio technologies will add 

valuable information, choice of IoT solutions and cost savings to our facility owners. 

Demand increase for economic savings, improved security and data collection from many 

new areas in our society puts demand on ongoing digitalization. We are confident that we 

can add offer new innovative solutions to facility owners that was not available previously, 

says Johan Höglund CEO of Infracontrol AB.  

- Robert Spertina CEO of iioote says that the collaboration with Infracontrol is superb and 

complements iioote offering with valuable and important skills gained from more than 25 

years of experience in control and supervision of technical facilities. Facility owners using 

Infracontrol Online now have the option to easily include many more IoT solutions to 

monitor data from for example buildings or equipment where it was not previously 

technically feasible or financially justifiable.  

iioote contributes to Sweden's goal to be the best in the world to use the potential of 

digitalization. 
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About iioote AB 

iioote work with companies, organizations and municipalities in implementing IoT in their 

business, from analysis need and strategy to planning, implementation and system 

integration. iioote has expertise in IoT, IT and Telecom, combined with industry-specific 

skills from the construction, machinery and automotive industries. iioote integrates 

solutions that drive the development of simple and innovative IoT in the community. This 

is enabled by radio systems that use low-energy technology, Low Power Wide Area 

Networks (LPWAN). 

Contact: Robert Spertina, CEO & Head of IoT, phone +46 70 797 6788, robert.spertina@iioote.com 

 

About Infracontrol AB 

Infracontrol is an independent system integrator specialized in IT solutions for traffic 

and infrastructure. With long experience and innovative solutions for traffic 

management, control and surveillance Infracontrol creates smarter cities. The company 

was founded in 1993 and has annual sales of around 6 MEUR. The customers consist of 

national and local public works departments with responsibility for society’s 

infrastructure, like the Swedish Traffic Authority, Swedavia, the city of Göteborg and a 

large amount of municipalities in Sweden, Portugal and Spain. 

So far, just over 140 national and local public infrastructure owners are using the 

unique cloud service Infracontrol Online to simplify their technical administration. The 

service helps them to assure the quality of operations and maintenance in order to 

reduce their costs and improve service to citizens, businesses and visitors.  

Contact: Johan Höglund, CEO, phone +46 704-976601, johan.hoglund@infracontrol.com   

 


